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Competitiveness Council meeting on 26-27 September 2013 

A competitive EU energy and climate policy is absolutely key to strengthen Europe's 
industry and to foster growth and recovery. We strongly welcome the decision to address 
this issue at the Competitiveness Council meeting on 26-27 September and appreciate the 
opportunity to present our recommendations in this field. 

Energy and climate policies must urgently be redefined and transformed into real industrial 
growth drivers. Europe will only be successful in designing the EU 2030 energy and climate 
framework if three objectives are met: security and stability of energy supply, cost 
competitive energy prices to enable companies to compete globally and environmental 
sustainability. 

Unfortunately, the recent European Commission Decision on the cross-sectoral correction 
factor (C-factor) in the ETS Directive goes completely in the opposite direction. By reducing 
significantly the expected amount of free allocation of emission credits, this Decision will 
add several hundred million euros to the already uncompetitive energy costs in Europe. 
Furthermore, this Decision has been taken without the in-depth consultation of the affected 
stakeholders that one would expect for such a far-reaching decision. 

BUSINESSEUROPE identified seven concrete solutions to improve the EU energy and 
climate policy, which are presented in the attached publication: 

1) Establish competitiveness and security of supply targets; 
2) Set a single 2030 emissions reduction target taking into account the outcome of the 

international climate negotiations in 2015; 
3) Maintain the ETS as the cornerstone of EU climate and energy policy; 
4) Phase out support for the market deployment of energy produced from renewable 

sources; 
5) Provide enabling R&D&I conditions for technology development; 
6) Strengthen energy policy coordination among Member States; 
7) Diversify EU's energy supply sources and develop indigenous sources. 

However, getting the balance right between energy and climate policy will not be sufficient 
to ensure that the share of industry in the overall EU GDP increases from 15 to 20% by 
2020. The EU must implement a new fully fledged industrial policy addressing the 
challenges that European industries are facing today. 
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In addition to truly moving towards a competitive energy and climate policy, five additional 
elements need to be addressed to really support industrial competitiveness: 

Firstly, availability of funds. Access to finance is vital for European competitiveness 
and growth and particularly important for industrial companies, which are largely 
dependent upon the availability of business' access to fund investment at reasonable 
terms. 
Secondly, availability of raw materials at competitive prices, as European industry 
is heavily dependent on the import of critical raw materials and energy. It is essential to 
reduce export restrictions on raw materials and to ensure that EU environmental and 
other legislation does not undermine the import of primary or secondary raw materials 
into Europe. 
Third, availability of skilled workforce, in particular people with Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics skills can play a vital role in providing the skills needed 
to boost Europe's industrial growth. Having flexible labour market regulations is key to 
reach this objective. 
Fourth, access to external markets. An ambitious EU trade agenda is needed to 
pursue all possible approaches to deliver on new market access. 
Fifth , a vibrant single market, where the implications on industrial competitiveness 
are systematically taken into account when rules are designed, including national rules. 

In particular in preparation to the upcoming European Council thematic discussion on the 
digital economy, it is essential that the Competitiveness Council highlights the importance 
of a truly integrated digital single market. A well-functioning digital economy is not only a 
major engine for growth, but also a key enabler of industrial competitiveness in the 
"traditional" sectors of the economy. 

Finally, during your meeting, you will discuss SMEs competitiveness. Having a strong 
network of SMEs in manufacturing as well as in services activities is essential for EU 
industrial growth. European SMEs need to be supported in pursuing excellence in every 
aspect of their business: from access to finance to innovation through customer service. 
Any EU initiatives aimed at enhancing competitiveness of EU SMEs should go hand in 
hand with ambitious Member States' initiatives, well aligned with EU industrial policy 
concepts. 

The European Union's goal is to have 20% of its GDP generated by industry by 2020. We 
have a European stability and growth pact. We have a European growth compact. We now 
need an industrial compact with concrete measures to refocus European policies on 
improving our industrial competitiveness. We count on the full support of the 
Competitiveness Council to develop an ambitious and effective industrial compact. 

Yours sincerely, 
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